
Spurious Regressions 
It is possible to estimate a regression and find a statistically significant relationship even if none exists. In 
time series analysis this is actually a common occurrence when data are not stationary. This example uses 
two data series, rw1 and rw2, that were generated as independent random walks.  
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The errors are independent standard normal random deviates generated using a pseudo-random number 
generator. As you can see, xt and yt are not related in any way. To explore the empirical relationship 
between these unrelated series, load the spurious.dta data, create a time variable, and declare the data to 
be time series. 
 
use spurious, clear 

gen time = _n 

tsset time 

 

Since the data are artificial, there is no need to take the time to create actual dates. In this case a simple 
period counter is sufficient and one is created that is equal to the observation number using _n. This 
simple way to create a time variable can be used for any series that is recorded at regular intervals (i.e., 
the elapsed time between observations is equal).  

The first thing to do is to plot the data using a time series plot. Simply use 
 

tsline rw1 rw2, name(g1, replace) 

 

to produce the following plot: 
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A scatter plot reveals a potentially spurious relationship between the variables: 

 
scatter rw1 rw2, name(g2, replace) 

 

 
 

The name( ) option is not necessary, but convenient when running these commands in a batch file. This 
gives each graph a name and will open all of them in separate windows. 

A linear regression confirms the appearance of a linear relationship between these two unrelated 
time series.  

 
regress rw1 rw2 

 
yields the result 

 
 

The coefficient on rw2 is positive (.842) and significant ( t 40.84 1.96= > ). However, these variables are 
actually not related! The observed relationship is purely spurious. The cause of the spurious result is the 
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       _cons     17.81804   .6204776    28.72   0.000     16.59981    19.03627
         rw2     .8420412   .0206196    40.84   0.000     .8015572    .8825251
                                                                              
         rw1        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    173228.888   699  247.823874           Root MSE      =  8.5573
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7045
    Residual     51112.331   698  73.2268352           R-squared     =  0.7049
       Model    122116.557     1  122116.557           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   698) = 1667.65
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     700

. regress rw1 rw2



nonstationarity of the two series. This is why you must check your data for stationarity whenever you use 
time series in a regression.  

A quick check of the residuals for the possibility of autocorrelation can be done using the LM test 
(see Chapter 9).  
 

 
The p-value is very, very small and is evidence of misspecification in the model. Further investigation 

is warranted. 
 

                        H0: no serial correlation
                                                                           
       1              682.958               1                   0.0000
                                                                           
    lags(p)             chi2               df                 Prob > chi2
                                                                           
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation

. estat bgodfrey


